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THE CLASH BETWEEN IMPROVED RECOMMENDATIONS AND PRIVACY

The recent impressive growth of the recommender systems has profoundly shaped the online marketplace. Wider application of this system has translated into the fact that “30% of Amazon’s page views result from recommendations” and “80% of the content watched by Netflix subscribers comes through personalized recommendations” (Adomavicius et al., 2018, pg. 2). It can be noted from the above that recommendation systems are employed throughout a variety of applications: e-commerce, video streaming, natural language processing (NLP), and other content platforms are some such areas they can be found (Kumar et al., 2014). From Amazon’s product recommendations to Netflix’s “Top Picks for You,” predicting user preferences or offering the next suggestion is growing more and more paramount, since the potential profit gained from each individual user grows when their recommendations more accurately assess their needs/wants. However, the broadening of recommender systems raises questions about how such systems influence and otherwise affect their users.

Firstly, models that build such systems are greedy for data, which means that these models get more accurate with larger sets of data. The problem with more data in regards to recommendation systems is that the data collected is specific to individual users, which may include information such as their purchase history, location, or previous interests (views). Some users may oppose such data practices, but for others the “benefits of getting tailored content outweighed any privacy concerns” (Harley, 2018). However, the aforementioned greedy nature of models could lead to the collection of much more sensitive data, which could put the user at risk in the case of a hack or leak of the system. Another issue surrounding these recommendation models is that they are susceptible to bias. Bias in a model suggests that it is not versatile and chooses to fit a certain set of data better than the rest. This leads to two problems: a shift in the
representation of the user’s taste over time and the majority dominating the minority (Mansoury et al., 2020). The latter expresses the idea that groups with larger available data or quality of data will steer the model to serve them better than others. On the other hand, the former suggests that bias susceptible models are not effective over time or for a diverse consumer base (Adomavicius et al. 2018). These issues must be reconciled for the success of the recommender system to continue, there must be a balance between reducing bias of models and risk the users are willing to take on.

My project addresses these concerns and proposes methods to alleviate their effects on the system. The technical research will create sequential models that adapt previous models in order to find alternative methods of reducing bias while maintaining or even increasing accuracy. This will first require an understanding of the prior research in question and then a dive into where the drawbacks exist. In my STS research, I will focus on the extent to which recommendation systems pose a risk to its users and whether or not the concern of privacy for the system is well-founded.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Real-world example of a recommendation following the phone example detailed above. When user looks for phone to buy on Amazon, they are recommended with the package of a phone, case, and screen protector.
BUILDING ROBUST PRODUCT RECOMMENDATION MODELS THAT ACCOUNT FOR SEQUENTIAL PATTERNS

Currently, market conditions have set the stage for the “recommendation engine market to grow from USD 588.9 Million in 2016 to USD 4414.8 Million by 2022,” which has drawn considerable interest to what they are made of (Markets, 2018). The algorithms that construct these systems involve machine learning models that take into account user data to predict the next preference of an individual. For example, suppose a user visits Amazon looking to buy a phone. What may they look to buy next based simply on this action? Taking a look at Figure 1 under the header “Frequently bought together,” it is shown that Amazon believes this user would likely also want to buy a case as well as a screen protector. This series of purchases seems obvious and trivial, but what makes these models so powerful is that they find such patterns over a vast number of products and people. Many of these patterns have sequential like constructions, where one action is related to the next and so forth. Yet, past systems focused solely on grouping users based on similarities, known as collaborative filtering, thereby not taking full advantage of the sequential activity of their users (Techlabs, 2017). However, recently there has been interest in sequential models due to “conventional approaches always ignor[ing] to consider the sequential dependencies among the user’s interactions, leading to inaccurate modeling of the user’s preferences” (Fang et al., 2020, pg. 1).

**Figure 2**: A simple sequential model. The model takes in input after input and updates the final recommendation when it finds a pattern it recognizes. The order and type of the input can alter what the recommendation is since the model has learnt the pattern of inputs/actions that map to particular preferences.
As seen in Figure 2, a sequential model is one which takes in data as a stream, one input after another; in doing so, the model can adapt its output to the particular sequence of actions a user takes. This versatility allows for far greater individualized recommendations than clustering models such as the aforementioned collaborative filtering. With a growing number of applications of this model being put in practice, it is clear why sequential learning has grown very rapidly. Furthermore, since the likelihood that those using the system are not a uniform population is very high, there is a need for a system that addresses the bias of past systems. In sequential models each user is not fit into groups of similar preferences; rather, the model learns a wide range of patterns and fits a pattern to the individual user (Fang et al., 2020, pg. 5). This reversal of importance from groups to user allows the model to avoid bias, to a certain degree, by not serving to find a similar majority for the user to fit into. Rather, the model chooses the most accurate next preference for a user from those it has learnt. However, bias is still present within such systems since no model can learn every possible combination of actions; in short, they can only choose from experienced permutations. An additional solution may arise from the following question: is there a way to learn more about the user and their actions from the same data?

![Diagram of neural networks](https://www.securityinfowatch.com/video-surveillance/video-analytics/article/21069937/deep-learning-to-the-rescue)

**Figure 3.** Depicting different types of neural networks. Source: https://www.securityinfowatch.com/video-surveillance/video-analytics/article/21069937/deep-learning-to-the-rescue
To gain more insight from the same information, there needs to be more complexity within the model; this is where deep learning comes into the picture. Deep learning is the concept where the models in question make use of a structure called neural networks. Neural nets are a type of computing system where the data is shared in a web like structure, similar to a brain, hence the term “neural net”. The “deep” in the phrase deep learning, is associated with the greater complexity of the networks, which manifests in the form of layers as seen in Figure 3. Deep learning neural nets consist of two or more hidden layers, which allows the model to learn many more representations of the same data due to the increase in number of shared connections. By integrating deep learning into sequential models, our project takes advantage of the ability to learn more about each user, to then meet the user’s preferences more accurately. In summary, sequential models can help build long/short-term relationships while deep-learning can aid in building the complexity necessary for models that are suitable for a larger more heterogenous audience (Low et al, 2019, pg. 8).

The newfound capacity of deep learning models brings a new frontier to the industry, where we can gain more quality insight on individuals unlike collaborative filtering models (Kumar et al., 2014, pg. 5256). For this project, my focus will be building/improving a robust deep learning model that also utilizes the principles of a sequential learning. With the use of prior research, I will first evaluate the strengths of various approaches and in which scenarios they perform the best. Finally, the research will evaluate the constraints of the implemented models to establish possible future work; in doing so, the project will test what may come to the market in the near future and produce alternate directions on which research could continue.
RISK OF USER PRIVACY IN RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

For any part of the recommender system to work, there must be access to one common resource: data. Data has been thrust into the forefront of the online ecosystem in recent years due to the monetary value it holds for large companies. Provided by users willingly or not, entities all over the world use it to improve user experience within an application, or buff profits. The real problem is whether or not the system poses an inherent risk to users through its data collection practices.

![Figure 4](https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/)

**Figure 4**: Example of a privacy consent form from https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/

Currently, the growing push towards data regulation and protection threatens the freedom and innovation the recommendation system arena has seen, as Wang states, “privacy is … [a] serious security concern of recommender systems, and it has gained enormous attention” (Wang et al., 2015, pg.17). Firstly, most consumers acknowledge that their data is being stored but “feel various dimensions of control over personal information collection are ‘very important’ to them” (Madden et al., 2019). In other words, some users would like to manage the risks that their data faces by having some sort of control on what is collected. However, there is very little the average individual can do to protect themselves and 59% of the them are unaware of the way their experience is shaped around them (Auxier et al., 2020). To close this gap, regulators at the government level have pursued legislation that “introduce explicit guidelines and sanctions to regulate data collection, use, and storage” (Milano et al., 2020). Lately, online mediums have followed suit and instituted privacy forms alerting users of what they are collecting as seen in Figure 4. This gives users clarity on what is being collected and the ability to decide if they want
to use the full functionality of the online content at some risk. Recommender systems recent success portrays the notion that users don’t consider it a large enough risk to avoid participating in, but with ever changing policies this current trust or indifference of consumers may flip.

As mentioned before, recommender systems keep track of user clicks, views, purchases, and many other actions to try and predict what the user may want to see. The conflict that arises is best expressed by the Scientific Foresight Unit; they say that “this may lead not only to a massive collection of personal data about individuals, to the detriment of privacy, but also to a pervasive influence on their behaviour, to the detriment of both individual autonomy and collective interests” (Sartor, 2020, pg.19). However, Harley’s study suggests that users themselves share the sentiment that data collection is “‘just something you expect with the world’s technology’” (Harley, 2018). The products and views collected of each individual does not seem to be too much of a risk to most users, and many are willing to give such information for better recommendations. But, as the Scientific Foresight Unit mentioned, further collection may be the tipping point of risk for users, especially if the data collected starts to include “personal” data or tracking.

The difficulty with assessing risk for users in recommendation systems is that there is no consensus on what data should and shouldn’t be collected. For instance, some may view a server storing the location of a user for an e-commerce site to be reasonable, while others would only want the user to input the destination address themselves. My STS research will delineate what constitutes a risk for consumers, while also establishing what risks a user faces in recommendation systems. I will study the aspects of data collection within the system to find whether the fears are substantial or if the risks the system poses to the user are like any other modern-day application.
CONCLUSION

The future of the recommendation system market depends on the ability of the engineers to find new advancements of the science and for users to not feel at risk when using the system. Through this project I will create models that account for user activity in a sequential manner, thereby being able to adapt to a multifaceted user base while maintaining long-term patterns. On the STS front, the project will bring clarity to the line between the importance of data privacy and whether or not users face a real risk within the recommender system. By doing so, the project will set the stage for improvements in both technical and social spheres by creating a system that better aligns to user needs and wants, while also respecting their privacy. Establishing such shared understanding between the users and providers should help further these goals.
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